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This Questionnaire is Optional to complete and return: Should you like, please 
forward to me at Sandisacks@gmail.com  (save to your computer prior to 
completing and save again after adding your responses).   

Should I refer to your quotes I will do so anonymously. 
 
Name  
 
Current Profession______________________________________________________ 
 
Retired from what field(s)__________________________________________________ 
 
 
Age (optional)____________ 
 
Date____________________ 
 
 
1. Would we or they be better off continuing to live at home (aging in place) vs. 
moving to some type of congregate living: senior residence, assisted living, nursing 
home and why? 

 
2. Is it ethical to transfer assets to become eligible for Medicaid. (assistance 
intended for the financially indigent) 
 
3. Sex in assisted living – Is it ever not ok?  
 
4. Creating a will- who gets what?  Should parents treat their kids "equally" in 
their will and why? 
 
5. Is it the adult child’s responsibility to be a caregiver when their elderly parent 
was abusive or negligent? 
 
6. Ethics of a face lift- What is the reason for plastic surgery as we age? 
    
7. Your acquaintance has symptoms of dementia and you believe this has 
decreased her driving ability. To your knowledge, no one close to her appears to 
have addressed the issue. What do you do? 
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8. How does what we say and do impact ageism? How are we perpetuating 
stereotypes in aging? 
 
9. Should I take away Dad’s smart phone as he is showing some risky behaviors - 
overspending and falling prey to scams. 
 
10. Do you think medications should be marketed on television? Why? 
 
11. What should we say or not say to someone who is grieving?  
 
12. Hormones and Viagra- Is it worth the risks for better sex? 
 
13. Is there a right time to retire and why?  
 
14. What is the best way to die? 
 
15. Is it ever reasonable to stop seeking the advice of medical professionals? 
 
17. Is ignorance bliss? Do you want to be told directly that you are dying? 
      If yes, would you share this with your loved ones? 
 
18. Do you want your loved ones to be told directly that they are dying and why? 
 
 
 
 


